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Description

As a normal user of Ceph without having much insight of the development and its inner life i expect that a fresh deployed service give

me some hints and information about itself that i need to work with.

Think about a user deploys a Grafana service to a specific node. The first thing he wants to know after it has been finished is some

information about the service. In the special case of Grafana, Alertmanager, Prometheus and all other existing or coming services

that provide a UI, this might be the information how to reach it, e.g. by providing the IP address of the host/node or the URL of

the UI of this service. I don't expect that every user knows that Grafana is running on port 3000 or Alertmanager on 9093.

Ideally each service should provide self explaining information/metadata that are helpful for users/admins.

Related issues:

Related to Orchestrator - Feature #45876: cephadm: handle port conflicts grac... New

History

#1 - 05/15/2020 11:48 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Description updated

#2 - 05/15/2020 12:02 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Project changed from mgr to Orchestrator

- Category changed from orchestrator to cephadm

#3 - 06/08/2020 01:19 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Related to Feature #45876: cephadm: handle port conflicts gracefully added

#4 - 06/29/2020 10:28 AM - Sebastian Wagner

See DaemonDescription's service_url

#5 - 01/24/2022 12:37 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Subject changed from cephadm: A service should provide information about itself to cephadm: A daemon should provide information about itself (e.g.

service urls)
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